SPRING WELCOME EVENT
Mission Park
Saturday, May 20th • 9:00-Noon
See page 5 for details
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EDITOR
UPDATE
A thank you to JoAnn Weaver for serving as the PLA Newsletter
Editor for the past year and a half. Your time with this volunteer
position is much appreciated by the board of directors and
membership.
Planning for my upcoming retirement, with time to spend in my
new home in the Pelican Lakes area, I am eager to be taking on the
responsibilities as the new PLA Newsletter Editor. Born and raised
in Brainerd, along with family ownership of property on the east
side of Pelican Lake, I have known the area since childhood. I have
worked at Methodist Hospital in Minneapolis for the past 28 years
as a manager in the cancer center. I have served on numerous
boards and committees and enjoyed a lot of traveling. Also, as a
new Aquatic Invasive Species Detector, I plan to become involved
with lake activities.
Susan M. Koering

Cover Photo by Judd Brink

LANDING MONITORS –

POSITION OPEN!
Would you like to be involved in preserving the
quality of the Pelican Lakes while enjoying
beautiful outdoor weather (most days) and
earning $11 an hour on a part-time basis?
If so, consider joining the team of DNR-trained
Level 1 inspectors working at the Pelican Lakes
landings. Inspectors are trained by the DNR and
employed through Employment Resource
Center in Brainerd, to assist boaters in
complying with state requirements to prevent
the spread of invasive species.
Contact David Slipy, PLA Board Member and
Landing Monitor Coordinator, about joining the
team of DNR-trained Level 1 inspectors
working at the Pelican Lakes landings. David
can be reached at dslipy@hotmail.com or at
(218) 831-3027.
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LETTER FROM THE

PRESIDENT
Welcome to the first of our 2017 Pelican Lakes Association But most of all, thank you to our members whose generous
newsletters.
PLA is organized to promote the donations are funding a growing list of important activities.
environmental health of the Pelican Lakes and to share With this support this year we are adding:
information with members and the community on topics
• boat decontamination services in coordination with
important to the lakes. Our newsletters have become a key
the great folks at Pelican Square,
piece of our outreach about those topics and the actions PLA
• a Spring Welcome Event at the Mission Township
is taking to support healthy lakes. I hope you find them
Park to distribute seedlings and educational
informative and enjoyable. Please support our advertisers,
materials,
who offset the cost of producing the newsletter.
• lake survey services so that landing sites will be
regularly surveyed to identify any invasive species
As you read along, please notice how many different
of plants that may appear, so we can take quick
organizations of all types are involved in these efforts. PLA
action, and
coordinates and cooperates with other lake and watershed
• funds to support fingerling walleye stocking in
associations, with state, county and local government
coordination with the DNR and our friends at the
agencies, with researchers at the University of Minnesota,
Pelican Lake Conservation Club.
with local businesses, and with our many members. The
fact that so many people and organizations are focused on Read along for more details!
the topics important to PLA creates a great opportunity for
us to take meaningful steps to preserve the wonderful lake Wishing everyone a fun and safe season,
environment we enjoy.
Craig Norman
To be sure our efforts and interests are clearly President, Pelican Lakes Association of Crow Wing County
communicated, we have refreshed the PLA website:
pelicanlakesassociation.org. With the help of a local firm
and the continued support of our webmaster Glen Young,
the website is designed to be the one place to go for
information about PLA, the lakes themselves, the programs
PLA conducts, and the special projects we have underway.
In addition, to be sure we have an open channel of
communication, the email
“contact@pelicanlakesassociation.org” has been created to
use whenever there are questions, suggestions or
information you would like us to know.
I would like to personally thank the Board which is so active
in shaping and delivering the programs PLA conducts. And
a special thanks to Art Weaver, our past President and active
Board member, for his leadership over the past 4 years and
for spearheading our seedling distribution program, the AIS
detector program and now the decontamination station
being constructed at Pelican Square. Just fantastic Art!
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AIS DETECTOR TRAINING
As our lakes are increasingly being
threatened with new occurrences of
aquatic invasive species (AIS) it is time
to join the team and view high risk areas
with trained observers.

with additional training for the
upcoming season as an AIS inspector. I
look forward to the task of serving the
county and the Pelican Lakes
Association with seven years’
experience and passion for preservation
of our area lakes and rivers. Pelican
Lake is especially important to me as I
grew up on the lake and I have family
residing there. Halverson Bay landing is
my particular position of inspection site
with also inspections at the city ramp
and marina.”

The AIS Detectors program was
developed by University of Minnesota
Extension and the Minnesota Aquatic
Invasive Species Research Center
(MAISRC). We are proud that Pelican
Lakes Association played an important
part in the creation of this program. A
pilot training program was conducted
last fall and five of our members and A new online six unit course began
landing inspectors participated. (noted March 20th with the need to first
below)
complete the online courses and pass the
corresponding exams prior to attending
The online six unit course covers species the in-person workshop. It is open to any
identification for AIS of most concern. adult interested in the desire to learn
These include invasive plants such as more and to get involved in addressing
Eurasian watermilfoil, hydrilla and the risks of AIS to our waters.
starry stonewort; invasive invertebrates
such as spiny waterflea, rusty crayfish, The AIS Detector program benefits the
zebra mussels, and quagga mussels; and Pelican Lakes community by providing
invasive fish including bighead carp, resources who can share their
silver carp, round goby, and ruffe. A full knowledge for early identification of
day in-person workshop was also AIS and through education and outreach
required applying the knowledge and activities. We can work as a group of
skills learned online. Once an AIS volunteers and with experts to be part of
Detector eight hours of continuing the solution to the AIS problem in
education is required annually along Minnesota.
with 25 hours of volunteer service.
Viewing the course materials also was
A trained AIS Detector responds to Clyde Clement, Breezy Point, Past PLA
reports of new potential AIS which has board member.
been submitted to the DNR. By
inspecting the items in question to Check out the website:
determine if they are actually AIS, www.maisrc.umn.edu/ais-detector and
Detectors filter out false positive reports, the links attached including other ways
which allow for the DNR to focus their you can help.
efforts more efficiently. AIS Detectors
also can assist with outreach and AIS Please contact aisdetectors@umn.edu
projects, like speaking at lake or (763) 767-3874 with additional
association meetings or sharing questions about the program.
information with the community.
Lindy Jo Johnson shares that “it was an Susan M. Koering,
opportunity to be involved in the pilot Beach Captain, AIS Detector
course of AIS detection. It provided me
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BECOME PART OF
THE SOLUTION
LIKE THESE
PELICAN LAKES
AIS DETECTORS:
Carrie Ruud
Cree Bay,
Beach Captain
Susan Koering
East side of Pelican Lake,
Beach Captain
Lindy Jo Johnson
Halverson Bay,
AIS Inspector
Dr. Art Weaver
Weavers Point,
PLA Board Member
& Past President

Photo showing Lindy Johnson, AIS
Inspector, PLA (on the right) viewing
samples of aquatic invasive species.
Photo by Christine Lee, MAISRC

ANNUAL

BUTTERFLY
RELEASE
The City of Breezy Point is having its annual butterfly
release at Pelican Woods Cemetery Saturday, July 15, 2017
at 11:00 am. The cemetery is on Ski Chalet Road, about a
block west of CR 11 (at the end of the airport runway).

This is a
WONDERFUL PHOTO OPPORTUNITY
among the WILD FLOWERS.

Traditionally there is the presentation of arms by the Pequot
Lakes Color Guard, a short program of about 15 minutes at
the gazebo by the waterfall in the center of the cemetery,
and then about 200 monarch butterflies are handed out to
those who have reserved them. SMALL DONATION

OF $10.00 EACH
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SPRING WELCOME EVENT
AND

SEEDLING DISTRIBUTION

For the first time, we will hold a Spring Welcome Event for More details on the trees – White Spruce this year – and the
members and neighbors who want to learn more about PLA planting instructions will be available at the event and can
and who can help us keep the forests in our Pelican Lakes be found on the website as well.
watershed growing strong.
We will have some nice PLA takeaways and informational
We will set up at Mission Park, one mile east of County items for visitors, as well as coffee and rolls for those
Road 3 on Mission Park Drive from 9:00 to noon on stopping by bright and early. There will be Board members
present, and hopefully a number of Beach Captains as well,
Saturday May 20.
to say hello and answer and questions you may have of us.
We will be distributing seedling trees that PLA has
purchased from Crow Wing County Soil and Water under its We have many seedlings, but if you would like to reserve up
great program to promote the forests that help keep our to five seedlings and cages, email us at
lakes clean and healthy for everyone – including the fish.
contact@pelicanlakesassociation.org and we will be sure to
have them for you when you arrive. Or just use the email
There is no charge for the trees and protective cages, as you to let us know you are stopping by – we’re curious to know
will do your part by planting and caring for them in the how many of you we will see, especially since this is a new
Pelican Lakes watershed. (You can see a map of the event.
watershed on the “About Our Lakes” tab of our website).
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PELICAN LAKES ASSOCIATION OF CROW WING COUNTY

ANNUAL MEETING

JUNE 24, 2017 • BREEZY POINT CITY HALL • 9:00 - 11:00 A.M.
COFFEE AND TREATS
*GUEST SPEAKERS*
DOOR PRIZES
PLA UPDATES
ANNUAL BUSINESS
ANNUAL MEETING ANNOUNCEMENT
(In that order!)

* REALLY IMPORTANT UPDATES FROM:
MARC BACIGALUPI
– Brainerd Area Fisheries Supervisor for the Minnesota DNR

NICHOLAS PHELPS
– Co-Director of the Minnesota Aquatic Invasive Species Research Center at the U of M
Join us for what should be an informative and fun meeting.
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LAKE HOME

Mark A. Severson – Severson Porter Law (formerly Thomas & Severson, P.A.)
There are many issues to consider when deciding to offer
your lake home for rental. This article focuses on the
business and legal aspects by providing a survey of issues
surrounding the lake home rental.
First, consider that when listing your home through shortterm rental service providers such as Airbnb, VRBO, etc.
you are essentially running a business. As with any business,
consider what risks and liabilities may be present. Does it
make sense to incorporate and have an entity own the home
to provide liability protection? If your home is regularly
available as a short-term rental it may make sense to
incorporate and run the rental like a business. At a
minimum, it is worth discussing with your trusted attorney
and accountant.
Second, consider compliance with rules and regulations.
When you rent your home it is imperative to make sure the
home rental complies with the laws and ordinances of
Minnesota, Crow Wing County, and the municipality or
township in which the property is located. This due
diligence does not necessarily require retaining an attorney,
as most of our local officials are very helpful. Speak with the
City Clerk or Administrator and ask for relevant information
related to the regulation of short-term rentals. The City or
Township official should also be able to inform you of any
business license or permits that may be required for a rental
operation.
All that being said, the legal landscape for short-term rentals
is frustratingly unclear in Minnesota. In fact, in 2014, a
study was conducted by Crow Wing County Land Services
on short-term rentals. At that time the County Board had
evidently received enough complaints regarding short-term
rental nuisances to justify looking into the issue for
resolution. Ultimately, nothing was done and the status-quo
continued.
The Crow Wing County Land Use Ordinance, then and now,
does not explicitly identify short-term rentals as an allowed,
permitted, or conditional use in its land-use tables. Under
the terms of the Land Use Ordinance, any uses not listed in
the land use tables are prohibited. Accordingly, by not
regulating short-term rentals in the Land Use Ordinance,
local governments put home owners in a difficult position,
since the use is technically prohibited.
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Nevertheless, Crow Wing County and similar counties have
implicitly allowed short-term rentals. Many land-use
departments take the position that regulation of the use is
either under the umbrella of the Minnesota Department of
Health or local police powers (responding to complaints of
nuisance). Based on the 2014 study and subsequent inaction,
it is reasonable to conclude that short-term rentals are an
unregulated use that is allowed within Crow Wing County.
The most common complaint and/or liability with shortterm rentals results from the behavior of the guests. The
guests are, after all, in “vacation and party mode” in the
beautiful Brainerd Lakes Area. Therefore, homeowners
should take steps to minimize the potential negative impact
a short-term rental can have on neighboring properties and
even the lake.
Homeowners are free to regulate the use of the property and
to impose strict rules.
Consider making it a term to the contract to incorporate by
reference any rules of behavior posted on the property. Post
rules that prohibit excessive noise or behavior that would
burden the neighbors. What constitutes a “burden” can
certainly be subjective, but in making the effort to regulate
conduct, you have at least done your part in attempting to
minimize any intrusion into your neighbor’s ability to enjoy
his or her property.
Also, and perhaps more importantly, consider providing
“lake rules” for your guests. Some guests may be visiting a
Minnesota lake for the first time and may not know how to
respect the health of the lake. It may be helpful to provide a
concise guideline on proper lake behavior. For example,
provide a reminder not to ever litter in the waters and stress
the importance of thoroughly cleaning a boat and trailer if

RENTAL 101
a guest is going from lake to lake.
There are many other examples of
proper lake behavior addressed in
DNR pamphlets that could be
provided in a welcome packet.
All these considerations can be
addressed in your short-term rental
contract or even on site. It may work
out to throw caution to the wind
when engaging in a short-term rental,
but by clearly communicating what
can and cannot be done during the
course of a short-term rental, you are
doing your guests, your neighbors,
and yourself a favor.

doing so, it is recommended to
involve your trusted accountant, real
estate agent, and/or attorney in the
process. It is also encouraged to
communicate with the local
governmental controls – you will
likely find that the offices are very
helpful on issues such as this and any
others related to the use of your
property. Finally, it is encouraged to
foster a good relationship with your
neighbors and attempt to address any
concerns they may have with a shortterm rental. Often times it is the little
acts of kindness in being neighborly
that avoids future legal issues.

In consideration of all these issues, if
you already offer your property for a
short-term rental or are considering

Call Us To Find Out
What Your Property Is Worth
In Today’s Market

Buying or
Selling? Give
us a call today.
218.820.7355 | sales@upnorthproperties.com | www.UpNorthProperties.com
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WALLEYE

DAN
Walleyedan’s Guide Service • Dan and Shelley Eigen
www.walleydan.com • walleyedan@walleyedan.com
218-839-5598

Pelican is as clear as can be and it’s time to use that to your
advantage. Sight fishing is about as fun as it gets, it’s quite
similar to hunting. When you are fishing for fish that you
can’t physically see, you’re not 100% sure what they are or
how big they are. When you are fishing a lake such as
Pelican, it’s time to put on your polarized sunglasses such as
Costa Del Mar (my favorite) and start cruising the shallows
with your electric motor. Sunny and calm is ideal for sight
fishing. You are going to learn a lot about your lake while
fishing this particular way. You can sight fish for any species,
and spring is probably the best time to do this for almost any
species. The fish pull up into the warming shallow water in
search of food and also to lay their eggs and complete the
spawn. Pan fish are a blast to sight fish, but so are walleyes,
bass and pike. Let’s say it’s April or early May and you have
a day like I have talked about above, get out to one of the
many bays on this big lake and deploy your trolling motor in
search of pan fish. I use MinnKota and I absolutely love to
use my Terrova with iPilot technology. I’ll stand up from at
the bow with my remote and just cruise around until I spot
fish activity. One of the keys to this type of fishing is to
remain stealthy and quiet, the more you bang around the less

fish you are going to see. Once you spot them, it’s time to
lock-down with either your “spot-lock” feature or if you have
a Talon (shallow water anchor), it’s time to pin down! If you
have neither feature on your boat, it’s time to slowly lower
your anchor…quietly. Plastic baits are great for spring
crappies, but there will be times where they will want the
meat (minnows). I like tubes, Puddle Jumpers, and really
about any type of plastic bait that has a tail that pulsates. I
will use a float most of the time to keep my bait at the fishes
level. If anything be higher in the water column, these panfish
like to feed up. Ill use braided line, but on the business end of
the line (nearest your bait), I’ll use monofilament or
fluorocarbon line (4 or 6 pound test) so it’s more invisible to
the fish. Pencil reeds or bull ruses are fish magnets and this
is a lot of times where the crappies will be spawning, look
closely and move slowly. Walleyes will be located this same
way, you will just have to move out of the bays and out on the
flats. Look for the white tips on their tails and once you find
them try not to spook them!
Enjoy the spring, it goes by too fast!
Walleyedan

WWW.WALLEYEDAN.COM
“WE CLEAN ANYTHING”
OVER 25 YEARS
EXPERIENCE
Free Estimates
Window Cleaning • Carpet Steam Cleaning
Power Washing - Decks, Patios, Siding, Garage Floors & More
Air Duct Cleaning • Roof Cleaning
Tile & Grout Steam Cleaning-Showers and Floors
Gutters • Area Rugs, Fine Fabrics, Sofas and Chairs
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Wood Restoring, Staining and Painting

Matt Kramer • (952) 240-7702 • (218) 692-5326
Certified, Insured, References • Green Cleaning
www.customclean.com
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218-839-5598
WALLEYEDAN.COM
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WATER UPDATE
QUALITY
In 2016 I again had the pleasure of visiting Little Pelican Lake
and three sites on Pelican Lake once monthly from May
through September to collect water samples. Thank you to
Joe Hampl and Glen Gustafson for assisting with sample
collection and for taking me out on their boats this summer!
The sampling that we do involves collecting water samples at
each site along with a Secchi disk reading to measure the
water clarity. The water samples are then analyzed at our
laboratory for total phosphorus (a nutrient needed for plant
and algae growth) and chlorophyll-a (a plant pigment and
indicator of algae levels in the lake). These measurements are
combined to calculate the Trophic State Index (TSI) of the
lake. The Pelican Lakes Association has been monitoring TSI
on both Pelican and Little Pelican Lakes since 2000. With 17
years of data collected, we are able to get a very good picture
of how the water quality of these lakes is changing over time.
The good news is that it is not changing very much! Water
quality in both Pelican and Little Pelican Lakes is excellent
and remaining stable over time. Compared to typical water
quality conditions of other lakes within the Northern Lakes
and Forest Ecoregion of Minnesota, both lakes are of high
quality and rank among some of the best lakes in the area!
In addition to the water samples, we collect dissolved oxygen
and temperature readings at each site using a field meter.
Measurements are taken at the surface and at 10-foot intervals
to the bottom at each site. These profile measurements give us
more insight into the inner workings of the lake, in particular
the suitability for fish. Over the past few years we have
noticed a squeeze effect that may be affecting the tullibee
(cisco) population in Pelican Lake. Cold water fish such as
tullibee require temperatures below 20°C (68°F) and
dissolved oxygen concentrations greater than 3 mg/L. As
water at the surface heats up with summer temperatures, the
fish are forced to lower depths where the water is cooler. At
the same time, organic matter sinks to the bottom of the lake
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Sarah Fogderud, A.W. Research Laboratories, Inc.

and begins decomposing. This decomposition process uses
up dissolved oxygen and creates a low-oxygen environment
at lower depths that is unsuitable for fish. The result is a
narrow band of habitat between these upper and lower zones
where tullibee become trapped, or if the squeeze is severe
enough, the tullibee have no suitable habitat and will die off.
We saw a very tight squeeze again this year in August at all
three sites on Pelican Lake. So while the water quality as
measured by Secchi depth, chlorophyll-a, and total
phosphorus is good, the oxygen depeletion occuring at the
lower depths may be an early warning sign of eutrophication
(the accumulation of excess nutrients in the lake over time).
Excess nutrients can cause big problems for lakes including
decreased water clarity, change in fish populations, excessive
weed growth, and toxic algae blooms. Phosphorus is the
primary nutrient of concern and can come from many sources
both natural and man-made including runoff from lawns,
septic leaks, detergents, and inputs from lake sediments and
springs.
We collected some extra samples in August of 2016 at the
deepest site on Pelican Lake to determine if excess nutrients
were being released from the sediments as a result of the low
oxygen conditions at lower depths. We measured the total
phosphorus and nitrogen at each 10 foot depth level from the
surface to the bottom of the lake. While dissolved oxygen
concentrations at the lowest depths were very low, we did not
see a corresponding increase in nutrients as expected. We
can’t be sure from one dataset, but it’s possible that the
oxygen depletion is short lived and not extreme enough to be
causing noticeable nutrient release from the bottom
sediments. We will collect more samples using this method in
2017 to verify what is happening.

No bait necessary!
We offer a variety of
delicious fish & seafood!
Walleye, Shrimp, Scallops & More!

Hwy 371 Nisswa • 963-2265 • www.SchaefersFoods.com
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VINTAGE CABINS &
COTTAGES ON PELICAN LAKE
By the early 1920s, summer visitors began to flock to the
shores of Pelican Lake. As roads improved, tourists could
come by car as well as train. Many of these people came to
enjoy the great fishing on the lake and several stayed and
built cabins and cottages on its shores. Some of these old
cabins, cottages and summer homes that date to the early
1900s are still occupied. I thought our readers might like to
know a bit of history about some of them. If you know of a
cabin or cottage dating from 1900 to the 1930s contact me
at james7122@gmail.com and perhaps it can be featured in
this column.
Henry B. Babson (1875–1970)
grew up near Seward, Nebraska
and at the age of 17 moved to
Chicago.
He
was
an
entrepreneur and investor in the
fledgling sound technology
business. Together with his
brothers Fred and Gus, he was a
principle in the Babson Brothers
Company, a mercantile and
catalog mail order firm
established in 1906 that was similar to Sears, Roebuck.
Though Babson himself was not an inventor, he became
wealthy by selling innovative products, particularly the
Victor Phonograph, and later the Surge milking machine.
However, his interest in the new, innovative, and beautiful
was particularly reflected in his personal life. In 1907 he
hired the famous architect, Louis Sullivan to design his 28acre country estate in Riverside, Illinois, and among other
things enjoyed racing custom sailboats on Lake Michigan.
Babson also owned the Old Maid, a 33 ft. scow that he
sailed on Pelican in the 1920s and 30s.
Babson may have become acquainted with Pelican Lake
through his association with David Jones, a Seward banker
or another Nebraska native, Clark Stevens who also owned
land along the south shore of Pelican. Land records indicate
Babson purchased Government Lot 2 (46 acres) in Section
3 in Lake Edward Township on September 13, 1921 from
Charles J. Fredrickson, a St. Louis County building
contractor. In 1926 he added to his holdings with the
purchase of the East ½ of Government Lot 3 from Philip
Fricke and Franklin Murray. In July 1932 he sold 300 feet
of that property to Robert and Mercedes Cattle. Robert
Cattle was also a banker from Seward, Nebraska.
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The house was under construction in early 1922 and may
have been built by Charles Fredrickson, the Duluth building
contractor, from whom Babson purchased the land. The
undated original blueprints drawn by William Drummond,
a well-known Chicago architect, who had worked as a
draftsman for designer Louis Sullivan and later Frank Lloyd
Wright before establishing his own practice, still remains
on the wall of the west porch in the lake house.
While Drummond is
best known for his
Prairie School designs,
the Babson House is a
significant departure
from
that
style,
resembling a North
Woods lodge. The half
log-sided house has a
gently sloping gable
covering the living
room that creates a two-story vaulted ceiling. On the first
floor, the towering fieldstone fireplace on the south wall,
constructed from lake rocks, soars nearly 50 feet to the
ceiling. An enclosed wrap-around porch extends across the
north and west side of the living room. The wood plank
floors were once covered with fine oriental rugs. A large
master bedroom is
located
on
the
southwest
corner
from what was
originally a music
room. Its overhead
flat roof creates a
walkout
area
accessible from a

– THE BABSON HOUSE
second story bedroom. The bedroom conversion was done
to accommodate Robert Donaldson's wife, Margaret, who
had arthritis that made stair climbing difficult. The seven
upstairs bedrooms are reached via a second floor balcony
that runs around the perimeter of the living room. Originally
there were eight bedrooms, but under Donaldson's
ownership one bedroom was converted into two bathrooms.
The four-lakeside bedrooms give way to an outside upper
level balcony that extends across the entire north face of the
building.
The house originally had no
indoor plumbing, electricity,
or running water. In addition
to the house, the property also
had a boathouse with a
connecting walkway, an
icehouse, an outhouse and
later a shelter (since
demolished) for the Old
Maid, Babson's sailing scow.
Several details shown on the
original blueprints were not
built including the first and
second level bay windows. The completed arrangement of
the north side porch hinged windows was altered from those
shown on the blueprint. Faux stone covering the lower
portion of the north side and the boathouse appear as later
additions.

Dr. James D. Henderson

By this time so many Seward
residents had summer homes
on the south shore of Pelican
Lake it unofficially became
known as Seward Camp.
Henry Babson was a great
friend of Captain Billy
Fawcett owner of Breezy
Point Resort across the lake
from Babson's home. Fawcett had an air-powered sea sled
he called the Whiz Bang, named after his wildly successful
magazine of the same name. An article in the August 4, 1923
Brainerd Dispatch tells of Fawcett's 35 mph cruise with
Charles Dickinson, president of the Illinois Aero club and
prominent Chicago business man down to the south bay of
Pelican to visit Babson.

Over the years the lake house changed hands several times.
The Babson's retained their lake home until June 14, 1950
when they sold it to their next-door neighbor Robert Cattle.
The Cattle family never occupied the house and on April
10, 1951 they sold the house and the East ½ of Government
Lot 2 to Robert H. Donaldson for $12,500. Donaldson was
then chairman of the Minneapolis-based Donaldson
Corporation, makers of air filtration equipment. Since then,
ownership has passed through his daughter Meredith Mair,
granddaughter Jean Freytag and present owner great
grandsons Jim and Bob Freytag. The Babson-Freytag house
may be the only remaining summer lake house designed by
A few contents from architect William Drummond and does not appear on any
the Babson House list of his commissions.
remain. These include
a 1890s era Estey
Style No. 7 cabinet
grand piano, three
wood dressers, a
stuffed white Pelican
suspended in flight
under the living room
ceiling, half of a
northern pike mounted
on a decorative board,
and a 24-place setting
of
Swinnertons
Silverdale
Capt. Billy Fawcett's airboat the Whiz Bang, c. 1925.
Staffordshire English
Photo courtesy of Dave Gravdahl.
dinnerware c. 1946.
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PLA WEBSITE REFRESH
Please take a few minutes to log in to
pelicanlakesassociation.org and take a
look at the refreshed website we have
put together with the support of Molly
Ring at seriously fun marketing and
our webmaster, Glen Young.
Our goal is to make this site an up-todate, one stop location for information
about PLA and our activities. In
addition to our organizational
documents and minutes of our past
meetings, the site describes PLA

programs and special projects. As a You will also find archives of past
new option, members can join PLA newsletters, a calendar of PLA and
and make dues and donations on-line. local community events, weather links
and more. Also provided are links to
The site has content and links to great our email inbox
sources of information about lakes contact@pelicanlakesassociation.org.
themselves,
the
environmental We look forward to receiving your
condition of lakes, and the research and comments and suggestions to keep the
actions being taken locally and across website useful and enjoyable for
the region to prevent the spread of members.
invasive species and to minimize the
impacts they have on our lakes and
waterways.

VISIT US AT
WWW.PELICANLAKESASSOCIATION.ORG
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COMPLETE TREE CARE
• Deep Root Fertilization • Injections
• Root Regeneration • Disease Recognition

Insured/ Certified
Tree Removal • Lot Clearing
Brush Chipping • Stump Removal
Pruning/Trimming • Bucket Truck Work

PROMPT YEAR ROUND SERVICE

218.825.8207
MIKESTREECOMPANY.COM
Michael A. Schwarze

Certified Arborist/ Horticulturalist

BREEZY POINT

Paint • Electrical • Plumbing • Bait • Tackle - 218-562-4691

Off Sale • Grocery • Fuel - 218-562-4040
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MEMBER

UPDATE
Thanks to your generosity, 2016 was a high water mark for our dues and
donations. We had over 475 separate dues paying individuals, families and
businesses, a great many of whom made additional donations as you can see
from this summary:
Contributor Level
Pelican ($200 and over)
Eagle ($100 to $199)
Loon ($50 to $99)

Number of Contributors
61
103
147

In the process of converting to our new QuickBooks accounting system, we did miss a number of contributors in our year
end listing. Our apologies and special thanks to these 2016 contributors:
Pelican
Bender, Thomas & Mary
Fletcher Family Foundation
Mellinger, James & Judy
Nordgaard, Vernita

Eagle
Countryman, San & Karen
Engfer, Gary & Jeanne
Gabrielson, Don & Sharon
K Foundation
Ruud, Carrie & Rostad, Richard
Sullivan, Bob & Larissa

Loon
Bianchi, Joseph & Penny
Cibuzar, R.O. & Ardyce
Hagfors, Gerald & Joyce
Hanson, Todd & Vicki
Helmstadter, John & Sandy

An updated listing of our 2016 contributors (in easier-to-read form!) can be found in the Archive portion of our website
under Annual Member Updates – pelicanlakesassociation.org.
Also, please be aware that we can now support member sign-up and dues and donations payments on-line through the
website – Maybe someone you know who loves the lakes but thrives on-line would like to give it a try.
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Traditional Scandinavian
Music & Dance

FRIDAY GALA CONCERT
Lutheran Church of the Cross, Nisswa
7PM • Adults $15, Children $5

SATURDAY FESTIVAL
Pioneer Village, Nisswa
10AM to 5PM • Adults $15, Children $5

Over 150 Musicians from Sweden,
Norway, Denmark, Finland and the U.S.
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TAKING FLIGHT
The seasonal migration of birds is one the most interesting
phenomenon’s in the animal world. Maybe the Caribou
migration that takes place each year on the tundra or the
Wildebeest of the African plains come to mind each are
quite impressive but it doesn’t compare to the sure number
of birds. Each spring and fall millions and millions of birds
take flight between their wintering areas and nesting areas.
The spring migration peaks in the month of May and again
in the fall during the month of September. The migration
dates of birds have been recorded as far back as 1749 in
Finland by Johannes Leche.
Minnesota offers one of the best locations to see the fall
migration in the entire Midwest at Hawk Ridge in Duluth.
Each fall thousands and thousands of raptors (birds of prey)
such as Hawks, Falcons, Eagles and Vultures migrate
through this area. Why do these birds concentrate here in
big numbers? They are avoiding the large body of water
(Lake Superior) and taking advantage of the heat thermals
that rise off the ridge. By riding these heat thermals the birds
can save a great deal of energy. The peak months for many
raptors, such as Broad-wing Hawks, are September and
October. The record number of Broad-wings occurred on
September 15, 2003 with a total of 101,716! A large flight
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of raptors is known as a “kettle”. The North Shore is a great
fall destination to see the colors and migration of birds.
The Brainerd Lakes area can be a short staging area for a
variety of waterfowl as they continue the migration
northward. The Mississippi River is one of the first to be ice
free before many of the larger lakes and can be viewed for
Ducks, Geese and Swans in early spring. Diving ducks
usually arrive first along the river such as Common
Merganser, Hooded Merganser, Red-breasted Merganser,
Scaup, and Common Goldeneye. Also look for Trumpeter
Swans in slow and shallow waters such as bays or
backwater areas of the river. Minnesota now has the highest
breeding population of Trumpeter Swans in the country one
of the most dramatic and remarkable comebacks since the
Endangered Species act of 1973!
The Pacific, Central, Mississippi and the Atlantic make up
the four major flyways found in North America. Many
birds follow one of these major flyways it’s like a super
highway for birds. Minnesota is located along the
Mississippi Flyway. The Mississippi River is a geographic
landmark that aids birds during their migration from north
to south in the fall and in reverse during the spring

migration. There are two
major types of migration,
long distance and short
distance.
Colorful birds
like Tanagers, Orioles and
Warblers are long distance
migrants traveling to Central
and South America. Short distance migrants, like the
American Robin and Eastern Bluebird only go far enough
south to find food. So what triggers this mass movement of
feathers into the skies? The simple answer is the photo
period or the amount of daylight available. The daylight
length or lack of it serves as a warning to the birds of the
changing seasons. Prior to leaving many birds can be seen
at key staging areas to feed and rest to prepare for their long
journeys. The Platte River in Nebraska is famous for its
huge numbers of Sandhill Cranes that number over 500,000
birds! Many raptors or birds of prey are diurnal (daytime)
migrants, while ducks and geese tend to be more nocturnal
(nighttime) migrants.

MN

Backyard Birds was
recently featured on
MN Bound with outdoor
TV host Ron Schara and
on Kare 11 with Belinda
Jensen. Enjoy more
colorful songbirds
in your backyard with Birdscaping.
MN Backyard Birds offers the most
active and attractive bird feeders
with service.
Contact MN
Backyard Birds today for your free
backyard consultation. Judd Brink’s phone (218) 838-4784
or email info@birdminnesota.com.

You can help Minnesota’s migrants as they arrive by Sincerely,
planting native fruiting trees and shrubs and other plantings Attract and Enjoy more birds with Birdscaping!
that provide cover and shelter. Enjoy the spring season and
think of how far some of these birds have traveled to be in Judd Brink - Owner/Guide
our backyards. Happy Birding!

WWW.MNBACKYARDBIRDS.COM
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LOON WATCH
ON MOUSSEAU BAY
We've been putting out an artificial loon nest in Mousseau
Bay of Pelican Lake for over 20 years. Other neighbors in
the bay also have put out their own nests. Our nest is the only
one that has been occupied and it has been productive. While
others certainly have every right to place an artificial nest in
the lake, the bay can support only one mating pair of loons.
The loons are territorial and will fight to protect their nesting
area. A mated pair of loons requires between 12 and 125
acres occupying a bay or section of a lake. We all must
remain vigilant and not disturb the loons, as they are protected
by law. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act protects loons and all
migratory non-game birds from harassment.

by Kris Kristufek

intruders looking for an easy meal. Mr. Eagle has never
gotten into the nest because of these sticks that get in the
way of his wings. We have had muskrat issues when they
try to make a home in the straw nesting material.

Last spring one of the muskrats decided to make the floating
bog loon nest his home. The loon pair had visited the nest
a couple of times prior to mating and laying the eggs, rearranging the straw and making a nice nest bed. The "rat"
and the adult loons "had it out" with a huge fight. The "rat"
got his fur handed to him during the battle that lasted only
a minute or two as both loons attacked him with verosity. It
was like an organized attack both from the nest and from
The nest is launched and secured so to not float away along the water. One loon on the nest kicked the muskrat out of
with signs posted as "Loon Nesting Area" to ward off boaters, the nest, the other then attacked from the water and really
jet skiers, and curious on-lookers. This seems not to distract beat up the rat!
the loons from their nest building. They will rearrange the
grass/straw bedding to their liking, and the same adult loons
return year after year to the same nesting site.
Last spring we launched our first attempt of live steaming
video of our loon nest located just off shore in Mousseau
Bay. Our live streaming video with a live microphone had
well over 300,000 views during the 5 or 6 weeks it was live.
We put out the nest as soon as ice is out and we can get our
boat into the bay to anchor the nest away from critters and
people. It is somewhat of a chore to get the nest ready.
Clean straw from last fall's harvest has been stored all
winter, sedge grasses are cut from near-by shoreline, then
red-twigged dogwood "sticks" are cut. The nest itself is 6'
square, made from PVC pipe, Styrofoam, and wire netting.
It is anchored with concrete blocks and rope to keep it
stabilized in the shallow water of the bay. The dogwood
sticks are punched into the Styrofoam to ward off flying

CUSTOM-CRAFTED FISHING RODS
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We are able to identify our loon pair, as the male, "Loon E
Tune," was injured in a fight several years ago with another
male loon who attempted to attract the attention of our
female, "Claire D Loon." His voice is very distinctive as a
result of the injury he suffered.
The voices and sounds they make are remarkable. Most
people only hear the four sounds of the loons, the Hoot,
Tremolo, Wail and Yodel. In addition a communicative soft
"cooing" sound is made in the nest as the pair prepare for
mating and egg laying. Only with the live camera and
microphone could this sound be heard. An amazing sound!
The Yodel is the call given only by the male. The call begins
with three notes that rise slowly and are followed by several
undulating phrases. This call communicates to other loons
in the area, that, "I am the male loon. I'm on my territory,

and I'm prepared to defend it." The
Wail resembles a wolf howl. Individual
loons use this call to locate other loons.
It is like saying, "Where are you?" The
Tremolo sounds like a quivering laugh. It is
typically used when the loons have been
disturbed or excited. It is also used as a "flight call,"
which is often given over lakes and is a loon's
messaging system requesting clearance for landing. If a
loon on the lake responds, the flying loon usually flies on to
the next lake. The Hoot is a soft, one-note call loons make planted
in close quarters to call chicks, mates or even other loons in device, so we
a social flock. In social groups, it is the loon's way of saying can track them year around. Keep your fingers crossed!
"hi!"
In the meantime, be sure to watch our live streaming video
We Minnesotans are so fortunate to have Carrol Henderson of the Mousseau Bay Loon Cam, beginning as soon as the
in charge of the DNR's Nongame Wildlife and Education ice is out this spring. Then log into http://mouseaubayUnit. Mr. Henderson has spent his entire adult lifetime looncam.from-mn.com. You may also want to be added to
studying and showcasing his efforts with several large the Loon Watch Blog that Kristufek writes. Simply request
projects. One project involves using the funds - $5 million to be added by email to rodbuilder@lakeladyrods.com.
to $10 million - from the settlement of the 2010 Deep Water
Horizon oil spill for common loon management in
Minnesota. There still are some hurdles in the way before
these funds can be utilized to enhance the loon population
in our state and area. We are hopeful that in the near future
our loon pair can be geo-tagged with a surgically internally

When you are out boating this spring, please give the loons
plenty of room. Enjoy them as much as we do, but please
respect them. Just talk to them in a soft voice and they
might respond to you with a wing stretch, a wonderful photo
opportunity.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
Do you have a great photo that relates to either of the Pelican Lakes served by this organization?
Would you like to see your photo on the cover of a future newsletter?
Please share by using our website email at contact@pelicanlakesassociation.org, leaving your contact
information, and the PLA Newsletter Editor, Susan Koering will contact you.

• Flexible Seasonal Service
• Dependable & Friendly
• Local Family Owned Business
• Additional “Big Haul” Service
•

Rates & Services to Fit Your Lifestyle

• Now Offering Recycling in Many Areas
of Pelican Lake

218-568-4630
PequotLakesSanitation.com
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Maintenance Free u On Whitebirch Golf Course u Single Family Living
Resort Membership u Indoor Pool/Fitness Center u Shuttle Service
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PELICAN LAKES
ASSOCIATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Craig Norman
– President
Jodi Billy
– President Elect/LARA

MISSION

STATEMENT:
Pelican Lakes Association (PLA) is a dynamic
organization committed to preserving the quality
of life and the environmental health of the
Pelican Lakes through the promotion of
environmental stewardship
and educational programs.

Tracy Donovan
– Secretary/Land Use
Bob Vaughn
– Treasurer
Laurie Greeno
Bob Hamilton
– Newsletter Advertising/Land Use
Bob Komischke

218-692-6161 • 66MarineNorth.com
Sales, Service, Storage, Canvas and Upholstery

Tom McGrann
– Beach Captains
Jim Nickel
– Membership/Database Manager
David Slipy
– Landing Monitors
David Spizzo
Matt Stephens
– Land Use/Water Quality
Art Weaver
– Immediate Past President
Glen Young
– Webmaster
Susan M. Koering
– Newsletter Editor
For more information and correspondence
use the website email at

contact@pelicanlakesassociation.org
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Pelican Lakes Association
P.O. Box 823
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BECOME A MEMBER
Pelican Lakes

Name

ASSOCIATION

Spouse

P.O. Box 823
Nisswa, MN 56468

Permanent Address
City

State

Zip Code

State

Zip Code

Phone
JOIN TODAY!
Membership runs from January 1st to December 31st.
Please complete the attached form and return it to
PLA with your dues.

Lake Address

New Property owners, 1 year FREE membership.

Phone

Annual Membership: $25
Loon Membership: $50
Eagle Membership: $100
Pelican Membership: $200

Make Checks Payable to:
PLA
P.O. Box 823
Nisswa, MN 56468

City

E-mail
Big Pelican
Little Pelican
Membership dues and donations are tax deductible under IRS code 501c(3)

ENEWSLETTER:
If you would like to receive the newsletter via e-mail, please
subscribe using the following link:
http://www.pelicanlakesassociation.org/mailing/mail.cgi/list/newsle
tter/ or click on “newsletters” from the main page of the Pelican
Lakes Association website www.pelicanlakesassociation.org and
follow the instructions.

FORWARDING AND ADDRESS CHANGES:
The US Post Office will only forward temporary
address changes for six months and permanent address
changes for one year. Therefore, to continue receiving
PLA mailings, remember to keep PLA informed of
your current address.

